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Abstrat

How many artels are there, and what industry harateristis faili-

tate ollusion? The answers to these questions are important in assessing

the need for ompetition poliy. We present a Hidden Markov Model that

takes into aount that often it is not known whether a artel exists or

not. We take the model to data from a period of legal artels - Finnish

manufaturing industries 1951 - 1990. Our estimates suggest that one

born, artels are persistent; by the end of the period, almost all indus-

tries were artelized. Entry and exit rates, onentration, market size and

variable osts are orrelated with artelization.
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�A nation built on artels�

(Historian Markku Kuisma (2010) on Finland).

1 Introdution

This paper builds on two observations: First, there is little systemati evi-

dene on the prevalene of artels and, onsequently, the need for ompetition

poliy. A key reason for this state of a�airs is that important statistis, suh

as the proportion of industries (markets) that have a artel under an existing

ompetition poliy regime, or would have a artel if there was no ompetition

poliy, are unknown. These statistis are unknown primarily beause of a lak

of tools to deal with a peuliar feature of artel data: Most of the time, it is not

known whether there is a artel in a given market or not.

1

Seond, empirial

researh on how industry harateristis foster or impede artels is surprisingly

sant. We ombine a statistial model that takes the entral features of this data

generating proess into aount - a so-alled Hidden Markov Model (HMM) -

with information on the existene of nationwide Finnish legal manufaturing

artels from 1951 to 1990 and with data on industry harateristis to shed

light on these two questions.

We think there are two reasons why studying legal artels is (still) of interest.

First, for muh of the twentieth entury artels were legal in many European

ountries and thus our analysis gives a better understanding of an important pe-

riod of eonomi history. Seond, at least sine Stigler's (1964) and Friedman's

(1971) seminal artiles, muh of the theoretial work on artels and ollusion has

1

The available data depend on the prevalene of artels, the probability that artels get

exposed and the probability that the artels' (non)existene in the time periods prior or after to

their exposure an be established. This data exposure proess implies that a naïve omparison

of the proportion of observed artels to that of non-artelized industries would yield a biased

estimate of the prevalene of artels.
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onentrated on establishing the onditions under whih ollusion takes plae,

or breaks apart when there is no ompetition authority. Even those studies that

worry about the illegality of the artel have to onsider the other determinants

of the probabilities of forming and ontinuing a artel. One way of summarizing

this prior theoretial work on ollusion is to say that in a given period, �rms in a

market either ollude (are artelized) or do not (there is no artel) and that the

likelihood of ollusion depends on whether there was ollusion in the previous

period or not.

2

Our HMM an be viewed as a redued form model apturing

this entral feature.

We estimate the probabilities of artel formation and ontinuation, and their

determinants. The link to modern illegal artels is that we provide an upper

bound estimate of the number of artels - after all, while legal artels' existene

is not a�eted by ompetition poliy, they are subjet to many of the same

internal inentive problems that illegal artels fae. We provide an estimate of

the number of artels in the (from a modern viewpoint ounterfatual) state of

no ative ompetition poliy. These results both strengthen the empirial ba-

sis for �fators failitating ollusion� and ontribute to answering the question

of whether ompetition poliy is needed. The following main results emerge:

First, without ompetition poliy, the likelihood of an industrialized eonomy

being artelized is high: aording to our estimates, nearly all of Finnish man-

ufaturing was artelized by the end of 1980s. This development is driven by

the high probability of artels ontinuing found here and elsewhere (see Ellison

1994, and Levenstein and Suslow 2006), as long as it is mathed with even a

moderate probability of artels forming. Seond, in Finland the probability of

2

A de�ning feature of the game theoreti analyses of e.g. Green and Porter (1984), Abreu,

Peare and Stahetti (1986) and Rotemberg and Saloner (1986) is that the break-down of

ollusion is part of the industry equilibrium. More reently, Harrington and Chang (2009)

and Chang and Harrington (2010) have studied a Markov model where a artel atually breaks

down, either beause of exogenous reasons, detetion by the CA, or whistleblowing due to a

lenieny program.
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forming a artel started to inrease from the late 1960s onwards. This develop-

ment, aptured by our model and driven by shoks to GDP growth, mathes

well with the ontemporarous institutional hanges in Finland. Taken at fae

value, our results suggest that strit ompetition poliy is of �rst order impor-

tane. Third, some fators failitating ollusion a�et both the formation and

the ontinuation of artels, others only one or the other. Conentrated and large

markets, markets with high variable osts, as well as markets with infrequent

exits are a fertile ground for establishing a artel, whereas entry destabilizes

artels. These asymmetries may warrant attention in both theoretial and sub-

sequent empirial work.

Textbooks in industrial organization (e.g. Belle�amme and Peitz 2010,

Cabral 2000, Carlton and Perlo� 2004, Motta 2004 and Sherer and Ross 1990

to name a few) routinely list fators that are thought to failitate ollusion.

These lists seem to be based more on theoretial than empirial researh. Be-

sides qualitative evidene, the empirial baking for these lists omes largely

from artel researh using inter-industry data (e.g. Hay and Kelley 1974, Ash

and Senea 1975 and Frass and Greer 1977) that predates the emergene of

New Empirial Industrial Organization (NEIO; see Bresnahan 1989).

3

More re-

ently, Symeonidis' work on artels has made use of the inter-industry variation

in poliy hanges to identify the treatment e�et of artelization (see Symeoni-

3

For example, the Jaquemin and Slade (1989) survey on ollusion lists only two empirial

papers when disussing fators failitating ollusion (Hay and Kelley 1974 and Jaquemin,

Nambu and Dewez 1981). See also Connor (2007), whih provides mostly qualitative evidene

on fators failitating ollusion. Examples of the NEIO strand of the literature using data

on individual markets are Porter (1983), Lee and Porter (1984), Ellison (1994), Pesendorfer

(2000), Porter and Zona (1993, 1999), Genesove and Mullin (1998, 2001), Knittel and Stango

(2003), Röller and Steen (2006) and Asker (2010). These papers desribe the inner workings of

an individual artel and reveal a onsiderable amount of heterogeneity in how e�etive artels

are in sustaining ollusive outomes and in the welfare losses they generate. Another approah

is used by List and Prie (2005), who implement a framed �eld experiment in the sportsard

marketplae to study ollusion. More reent examples of the inter-industry approah inlude

Miller's (2009) paper on the number of exposed U.S. artels and Brenner's (2009) analysis

of European Commission's lenieny program. Bryant and Ekard (1991) use U.S. data on

exposed horizontal prie �xing agreements 1961-1988 and estimate the probability of detetion

by the Competition Authority (CA).
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dis 2002), and determinants of artel formation (Symeonidis 2003). The latter

paper, together with Dik (1996), is to our knowledge one of the few reent

papers addressing the issue of whih fators failitate ollusion.

4

Unfortunately,

the prior studies su�er from the problem we seek to solve: that the industries

that do not have a (registered legal) artel atually have none. Our data and

results hallenge this assumption. To the best of our knowledge, we are the �rst

to provide evidene on the fators failitating ollusion without assuming that

in those industries where no artels are observed, there is none.

Our most important preursors are Porter (1983), Lee and Porter (1984) and

Ellison (1994) who all study the Joint Exeutive Committee, i.e., the Chiago-

Atlanti seaboard railway artel from the 1880s. Porter (1983) and Lee and

Porter (1984) allow for two hidden states of the industry - ollusion and prie-

war in their set-up - and utilize an imperfet indiator to identify the ollusive

state of the industry. Ellison (1994) extends their empirial work by bringing

in a Markov struture for the hidden proess (see also Cho and White 2007).

These authors' objetive is to estimate the ollusive status of the industry and

the e�et of ollusion on the supply relation. They utilize data on demand,

ost, and ollusive markers from a given market. Another important preursor

is Knittel and Stango (2003), who allow for latent tait ollusion in the loal

U.S. redit ard markets.

Unlike that of earlier empirial work, our objetive is to estimate the preva-

lene of artels and its maro- and industry-level determinants using data on the

(non)existene of artels. While not denying the importane of understanding

4

Studying legal UK artels, Symeonidis �nds that apital intensity fosters ollusion, adver-

tising intensity impedes it, and that onentration has no e�et. He also �nds some evidene

that market growth has a nonlinear e�et on ollusion. Dik (1996) studies legal U.S. export

artels and �nds that apital intensity fosters ollusion, as does the U.S. produer's market

share in world export markets; produt di�erentiation and onentration are found to hamper

ollusion. Levenstein and Suslow's (2011) study the determinants of the duration of inter-

national artels, and �nd that �rm-spei� disount rates are assoiated with the duration.

There is also an empirial literature studying the e�ets of multimarket ontat: see e.g.

Evans and Kessides (1994) and Ciliberto and Williams (2013).
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how e�iently artels work, we onentrate on their existene. Methodologi-

ally, the major di�erene to preeding work is that we introdue the HMM

modeling struture. In partiular, we allow expliitly for the possibility that

the state of the industry is unknown to the researher and the Competition

Authority (CA), instead of allowing for regime lassi�ation mistakes. The ob-

servation proess part of our HMM ats as a �lter between the hidden proess

and what is observed by the eonometriian, and allows identi�ation of the

eonomi parameters of interest.

5

The possibility that the state of the industry is unknown means that our

model an be readily applied to a ross-setion (or panel) of markets; something

one wants to do when studying prevalene of artels. The higher the number of

markets in the data, the more likely it is that the researher faes the situation

where she annot with on�dene assign a �artel/no-artel� status to some

observation(s). Indeed, the CA ations may reveal demand and ost data on

the investigated industries, but nothing about the remaining industries. We

would thus think - and this de�nitely holds in our appliation - that most of the

observations in a large, representative dataset on markets would be assigned the

status �unknown�.

We take our HMM model to panel data on 193 Finnish manufaturing indus-

tries from 1951 to 1990. In 54% (105/193) of the industries in our data, there

was at least one known nationwide horizontal artel in existene some time be-

tween 1951 - 1990; for the remaining industries it is unknown whether a artel

ever existed. We have obtained the artel data from the Registry established in

1958 after the �rst Finnish ompetition law was enated. The forms of ollu-

5

Given the type of data typially available, the earlier models would require the researher

to assign either the status �artel� or �no artel� to eah observation, while allowing for mistakes

in this assignment. The previous models therefore assign probability zero to the event that

the observed state of an observation is �unknown�. Our HMM an be related to the earlier

models, as it an allow both for mistakes in labeling and the possibility that the state of the

industry is not known.
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sion varied and inluded e.g. agreements on pries, and/or market shares (see

Hyytinen, Steen and Toivanen 2013). Similar registries on legal artels existed

e.g. in Austria, Germany, Switzerland, the Netherlands, all Nordi ountries

and Australia.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next Setion, we �rst

brie�y disuss how to inorporte muh of artel theory into an empirial redued

form model of artel formation and ontinuation. We then show how a HMM

that mathes the ollusive dynamis of these models with the observed data an

be spei�ed and its parameters identi�ed. In the third Setion, we desribe the

Finnish institutional environment vis-à-vis artels after WWII. Setion four is

devoted to the presentation of our data. There we also disuss how we math

artels to markets and what industry harateristis to inlude in the model,

based on existing theoretial and empirial researh. We present and disuss

our results in Setion �ve. Setion six onludes.

2 A Hidden Markov Model for Cartel Formation

and Continuation

2.1 The Redued Form Model

We study the rate of artelization among Finnish manufaturing industries

during an era when, bar a few exeptions that we explain in greater detail

in Setion 3, artels were legal.

6

There are many dynami models of artel

formation and dissolution in the literature that ould suit our purposes: Most of

them share the feature that there is an inentive ompatibility onstraint (ICC)

that needs to be satis�ed for the artel to form and to ontinue operating. A

6

The Finnish CA, or its predeessors, did not attempt to lose artels. Nor was there a

lenieny program in plae.
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shok (e.g. a high or a low demand state) may lead to a prie war (as in Green

and Porter 1984 and Rotemberg and Saloner 1986), or to a full break-down of

the artel (Harrington and Chang 2009).

7

We model the probability of artel formation, onditional on there being

no artel in the previous period, as H1. The ontinuation probability, i.e., the

probability of a artel ontinuing onditional on there being one, is H2 (see also

Bradbury and Over 1982). Both of H1 and H2 will be funtions of observable

maro- and industry-harateristis, making our HMM non-homogenous. We

assume that the shoks to these probabilities are i.i.d..

2.2 The HMM Struture

For our purposes, the above framework has an important feature: it suggests

a Markov model for the ollusive dynamis of a market and generates a sequene

of artel and non-artel periods that is potentially unobserved by the eonome-

triian and the CA. HMMs provide a means to study dynami proesses that

are observed with noise. The evolution of a population of artels mathes this

desription, beause we typially observe the ollusive dynamis of a market

only irregularly, if at all, and only for disovered artels.

A HMM onsists of an underlying hidden (�unobserved�) proess and an

observation proess. We onsider �nite HMMs (e.g. Cappé, Moulines and Rydén

2005, pp. 6), in whih the hidden proess is the state of the market (i.e.,

whether or not there is a artel) and in whih the observation proess is what the

researher knows about the state of the market in a given period (i.e., whether

or not it is observed that there is a (no) artel). More formally, the observed

data, denoted Oit, for market i = 1, ..., N and periods t = 1, ..., Ti follow a

7

While our model is redued form, one an map a theoretial model of artels to our

empirial model. If the model and data inluded a ompetition authority (as e.g. in Harrington

and Chang 2009), one ould estimate the poliy parameters, and ondut ounterfatual

analyses.
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HMM if the hidden states, {Zit}
Ti

t=1
, follow a Markov hain and if, given Zit,

observation Oit at time t for i is independent of the past and future hidden

states and observations (see the Appendix for a more detailed desription). We

next explain the state spae of the hidden proess and the observation proess

of our HMM.

2.2.1 The Hidden Proess

Consider artel formation and ontinuation in market i at time t > 1.8 If the

market does not have a artel at the beginning of a period, a artel is formed with

probability H1it, where the subsripts indiate that the probability will in the

empirial part depend on maro- and industry-harateristis. If the market has

a artel at the beginning of period t, then artel the ontinues with probability

H2it. With probability 1−H2it, an existing artel breaks down during period

t.

This proess for artel formation and ontinuation means that in period t,

market i either has (�c�) or does not have (�n�) a artel. Treating these two

outomes as the states of hidden proess for Zit, the state spae is SZ = (n, c).

The assoiated transition matrix Ait is
9

Ait =







annit ancit

acnit accit






=







(1−H1it) H1it

(1−H2it) H2it






(1)

The elements of the matrix are the transition probabilities of a �rst-order

Markov hain. The ell in the upper right hand orner, for example, gives the

probability that in a market where there was no artel in period t− 1, a artel

is formed in period t.

8

Year t = 1 is dealt with through an initial ondition, as we explain later.

9

In the supersript, the �rst index refers to Zit = k and the seond to Zi,t−1 = m, where

k and m ∈ SZ = (n, c).
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2.2.2 Observed Data and the Observation Proess

Our artel data are inomplete, meaning that we don't observe for eah

market in eah year whether there is a artel or not. We therefore postulate that

in eah period t, the state of market i is either not known to the eonometriian

(�u�), or the market is observed not to have a artel (�n�) or to have a artel (�c�).

These three observed artel outomes give the state spae of the observation

proess, SO = (n, c, u).

Our HMM links the observed data to the hidden proess that governs the

formation and dissolution of artels. When the unobserved state of market i at

time t is k ∈ SZ = (n, c), the probability of observing w ∈ SO = (n, c, u) is

bkit(w) = P (Oit = w |Zit = k). (2)

To derive the observation probabilities expliitly and to math them with

the institutional environment, we make the following assumptions:

First, we assume that if a market does not have a artel, its (true) state is

observed with probability bnit(n) = βn
it. If this event happens, Oit = Zit = n.

In words, we observe there to be no artel (Oit = n), and this is the ase in

reality, too (Zit = n). With the omplementary probability bnit(u) = 1 − βn
it,

the state annot be determined reliably and remains unknown. If a market is

artelized, its (true) state is observed with probability bcit(c) = βc
it. In this ase,

Oit = Zit = c. Again, with the omplementary probability, the status remains

unknown.

This formulation of the observation proess relies on the assumption that if

a market has (does not have) a artel, the observed data never wrongly suggest

that it is not (is). This assumption imposes bnit(c) = bcit(n) = 0. To us this does

not seem that strong an assumption, beause we are interested in whether the

10



�rms had a artel agreement in plae or not (rather than in the e�ieny of

that agreement). We also stress that if and when one has reasons to suspet

that there are suh errors, the status of a market an be labeled �unknown�.

10

The resulting observation probability matrix Bit is

Bit =







bnit(n) bnit(c) bnit(u)

bcit(n) bcit(c) bcit(u)






=







βn
it 0 1− βn

it

0 βc
it 1− βc

it






. (3)

In equation (3), the upper left hand probability is the probability that the

eonometriian observes that there is no artel when that really is the ase. The

zero in the middle olumn on the upper row embodies our assumption that the

eonometriian never thinks that there is no artel in a given market when there

atually is one. Finally, the probability in the upper right hand orner is the

probability that the eonometriian does not observe the state of the market

(i.e., that there is no artel) when there is no artel. The lower row reads sim-

ilarly, but now the true state is that there is a artel in the market. Beause

βn
it≤ 1 and βc

it≤ 1, the model expliitly allows for the possibility that there are

"holes" in our data. There are two primary reasons for suh inompleteness: On

the one hand, information about the state of a registered artel an be inom-

plete over time. On the other hand, some artels were never registered and some

industries may not have had artels. For these ases, our data onservatively

assign state u, as we explain in greater detail below.

2.3 Identi�ation and Estimation

2.3.1 Identi�ation

The theoretial argument for the identi�ation of the parameters of a general

10

In addition to being onservative in labeling observations, this assumption an be relaxed

if the data ontain information about potential mistakes or mislabelings in the reords. One

an then introdue separate probabilities for making mistakes.
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�nite HMM follows from the identi�ability of mixture densities (see Cappé,

Moulines and Rydén 2005, pp. 450-457). The parameters of our HMM are

identi�ed for two further reasons: First, the theoretial framework desribing

the formation and dissolution of artels allows us to irumvent the problem of

identifying the dimension of the hidden proess. It diretly suggest that there

are only two states of the world and hene SZ = (n, c). A seond soure of

identi�ation are the parameter restritions that we impose on Bit.

If the hidden proess were observable, identi�ation of the probabilities H1it

and H2it would be standard. When that is not the ase, we an write a (partial)

transition matrix for the observation proess as in Table 1.

Table 1: Partial transition matrix

of the observation proess

t− 1 / t n c u

n βn
it(1−H1it) βc

itH1it 1− βn
it(1−H1it)− βc

itH1it

c βn
it(1−H2it) βc

itH2it 1− βn
it(1−H2it)− βc

itH2it

The rows give the state that the eonometriian observed in the previous

period; the olumns the state the eonometriian observes this period. There

are three possibilities for both: either a artel was observed or not, or the

eonometriian didn't observe the true state. We have exluded from the table

the third row for not having observed the true state in the previous period,

beause it is not needed for our identi�ation argument. In the upper left hand

ell of Table 1, the probability βn
it(1−H1it) is the produt of the probability that

a market that did not have a artel in the previous period (and was observed not

to have one) does not establish one this period (1−H1it), and the probability of

this (the fat of not having a artel this period) being observed (βn
it). Similarly,

the probability that we observe a artel this period when there was no artel

last period (and this was observed) is βc
itH1it. Conentrating on the four ells

12



in the upper left hand orner of Table 1, one noties that we have four moments

and four unknown parameters {βc
it,β

n
it,H1it and H2it}. Using this information

alone, the model is identi�ed.

2.3.2 Estimation

To derive the likelihood of the HMM, we take two steps. First, we assume an

initial distribution for Zi1, i.e., the probability that market i is in the unobserved

state k ∈ SZ in the initial period:

τki = P (Zi1 = k) . (4)

Seond, we let Θ denote the model parameters, Di1 a (2 × 1) vetor with

elements dki1(w) = τki b
k
i1(w), Dit a (2 × 2) matrix with elements djkit (w) =

ajkit b
k
it(w) for t > 1, and 1 a (2× 1) vetor of ones. The likelihood for the whole

observed data an then be written as (see e.g. Zuhini and MaDonald 2009,

p. 37 and Altman 2007)

L(Θ;o) =
N
∏

i=1

{

(Di1)
′

(

Ti
∏

t=2

Dit

)

1

}

(5)

where o denotes the data (the realization of O).11

Four omments about the HMM and its estimation are in order: First, while

the maximization of L(Θ;o) may be a non-trivial matter, (diret) numerial

maximization methods an be used (Zuhini and MaDonald 2009, Chapter 3;

Turner 2008). Typially, a normalization (saling) is used to avoid numerial

under�ow. Seond, beause {τci , H1it, H2it, β
c
it, β

n
it} are all probabilities, a

11

Piking the appropriate elements fromAit and Bit, we an determine djk
it

(w) = ajk
it

bk
it
(w)

for t > 1, i.e., the elements of matrix Dit of the likelihood funtion that is given as equation

(5). If, for example, oit = c, the upper left-orner ell of Dit is dnn
it

(w) = ann
it

bn
it
(c) = 0.

For t = 1, the elements of the vetor Di1, d
k
it = τki b

k
i1(w), in the likelihood funtion an be

determined similarly.

13



simple way to parametrize them is to assume a standard probability model for

eah of them. Third, we estimate standard errors using the inverse Hessian, as

is ustomary. Finally, the HMM summarized above an be extended to allow

for unobserved heterogeneity. The HMM literature (see e.g. Altman 2007) has

thus far introdued unobserved heterogeneity only to a limited extent, and thus

there is no established best pratie. As a robustness hek, we estimate a �nite

mixture non-homogenous HMM (see e.g. Maruotti 2011), with two mixture

lasses.

3 The Institutional Environment and the Cartel

Registry

The Finnish institutional environment vis-á-vis artels mirrors wider Euro-

pean and espeially Swedish developments both before and after WWII. Before

the war there was no ompetition law. The apparent reason was the prevailing

liberal view whih held that ontratual freedom entailed also the right to form

artels (see Fellman 2008, 2009).

12

This view started to hange in 1948 when

a government ommittee was set to provide a framework for ompetition legis-

lation. We fous on the developments after 1950, beause the heavy wartime

regulations were mostly lifted by early 1950s.

13

The �rst artel law, e�etive from 1958, was built around the idea of making

artels publi through registration. Registration, however, was to be done solely

on authorities' request. Only tender (prourement) artels beame illegal, and

even these were apparently not e�etively barred from operation (Purasjoki and

Jokinen 2001). Vertial prie �xing ould be banned if deemed �partiularly

12

Finland had a tradition of export artels that started prior to WWII (Kuisma 1993,

Fellman 2008).

13

See e.g. Väyrynen (1990, pp. 69): "The wider publi will remember 1954 as the year

when the remaining [wartime℄ regulations were abolished".
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harmful�. The law embodied the prevailing thinking of artels not (neessarily)

being harmful. A Finnish CA was set up to register the artels. Here Finland

followed Norway and Sweden, whih set up similar registers in 1954 and 1946.

The CA sent out 9750 inquiries by 1962 and registered 243 artels (Fellman

2009). However, the fat that registration was dependent on authorities' a-

tivism was an issue. To takle this, the law was slightly revised in 1964. Those

artels that established formal bodies, suh as assoiations, now had to register,

but artels without formal organizations were still exempt from ompulsory reg-

istration. The law was again revised in 1973. The single largest hange appears

to have been that the obligation to register was again widened. Finland �nally

edged towards modern ompetition law with a ommittee that started its work

in 1985, resulting in a new law in 1988. This law gave the newly established

Finnish Competition Authority (new FCA) the right to abolish agreements that

were deemed harmful. The law also made void possible santions in the artel

agreement.

14

The new FCA initiated a negotiation round with artels where

these were asked to provide reasons why they should be allowed to ontinue. In

1992 the law was again hanged (and took e�et in 1993): Only now did artels

beome illegal.

Our understanding of the regime is that the osts of registering were minor,

that there ould have been osts of not registering (in terms of enforeability of

the ontrat; see Fellman 2009), and there were potential bene�ts attahed to

entering the Registry. Re�eting this, the former and urrent Diretor Generals

of the Finnish CA (Purasjoki and Jokinen, 2001) sum up the environment prior

to the 1988 law: �Time was suh that there seemed no need to intervene even

in lear-ut ases, espeially if they had been registered. Registration had been

14

In priniple, artel agreements were legal until early 1993. However, �rms seem to have

been relutant to enfore their ontrats in ourt. We have found evidene of only one ourt

ase related to the enforement of artel ontrats. The ourt ase took plae in the early

1980s and apparently was a major reason for the law hange of 1988.
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transformed into a sign of aeptability of the [artel℄ agreement, at least for the

parties involved [in the artel℄�.

15

Based on this, we end our analysis in 1990.

4 Data

4.1 De�ning the Dependent Variable

The sole soure of artel data is the Finnish Cartel Registry. Over the period

of its existene the Finnish Cartel Registry registered 900 artels, varying from

nationwide to loal. For eah artel, there is a folder ontaining the entire

orrespondene between the Registry and the artel (members).

16

The Registry

assigned a 3-digit SIC ode to eah artel, and gave a verbal desription of

what the artel was ative in. We have olleted data on all nationwide artels

registered in manufaturing, totaling 135 registered manufaturing artels. Our

sample inludes all forms of nationwide horizontal ompetition restritions with

the exeption of ontrats between two �rms that pertain to one or the other

�rm easing prodution of ertain goods (e.g. due to a sale of a prodution line:

see Hyytinen, Steen and Toivanen 2013 for more detail).

The ideal data for studying artels would onsist of a number of well-de�ned

markets over time where it was lear whih �rms are ative in whih market

in a given period. Having suh data, one would determine the observed artel

status (n, c, u) for eah market-period observation. Our data do not quite

15

Purasjoki and Jokinen (2001) mention a few artels that were not registered, but they do

not explain how these artels were exposed (apart from them being exposed as part of the

negotiation initiative set up by the new FCA in the late 1980s). This nevertheless on�rms

that the Registry was not omplete.

16

We have been through the folders using a �semi-strutured� approah: After initial disus-

sions on what it is that we want to reord, we randomly hose 8 artels and had 4 researhers

(inluding two of us) go independently through the material to establish whether the infor-

mation we sought was available, and if, how to reord it. We then heked the 4 individuals'

reords against eah other, and deided on a ommon approah and interpretation of e.g.

various wordings that we enountered. Based on this, we formulated a written protool that

was used in olleting the information.

16



reah this ideal: One the one hand, a given registered artel may operate in

more than one market. On the other hand, even the most disaggregated level

of the industry lassi�ation does not map to atual markets, meaning that two

registered artels operating in di�erent markets an be in the same industry.

To deal with these omplexities, we resort to a three step proess: We �rst

assign the value of the observed state for eah registered artel in all years; this

is similar to the exerise one would do with the ideal data. We then assign eah

registered artel to one or more industries in step 2. Finally, we assign artels to

markets within eah industry and use this information to assign a artel status

for eah market-year observation. The outome of this proess is a dependent

variable that is measured at the market-year level.

4.1.1 Step 1: Determining Observed States for Registered Cartels

For many artels, the artel ontrat is available. In addition to information

on the entry into and exit from the Registry, this information allows us to pin

down the atual birth and/or death dates of some artels and/or their (non-)

existene in ertain years.

The Registry ontains information on seven types of events that the regis-

tered artels (may) have experiened between 1951-1990. First, we know for all

the registered artels the date when they entered the Registry (`register birth' -

trb). For many artels we know when they exited the Registry (`register death'

- trd). The Registry also has oasionally information on a artel hanging its

ontrat (`ontrat hange' - tcc), suh as an addition of members. There an

be many suh events per artel. For some artels, we an establish their atual

birth (`birth' - tb) and/or the death date (`death' - td). In addition, there were

inidenes where a artel was observed to be operational prior to the registered

birth (`atually alive' - taa) and also some inidenes where we found proof of
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the artel being alive after their registered birth and before their (registered)

death (`still alive' - tsa).

We use these events to de�ne what the observed state of a artel is in year

t. We assign for eah artel one of the observation states SO = (n, c, u) for all

years. How we do this for a single artel is illustrated in Figure 1. We assign

the value u for a given registered artel in all those years where it is not known

that either there was a artel (c) nor that there was no artel (n).

Figure 1 - Time-line for the state de�nition and observed artel inidenes

Cartels for whom we observe the atual birth date tb or for whom we have

information on the artel being atually alive some year prior to register birth

(taa) are assumed to be alive between tb (taa) and the date of register birth

(trb). Correspondingly, artels for whom we know the atual death date (td)

are presumed to be dead between td and the date of register death (trd). In

addition, artels are assumed to be alive every year where we observe an ative

move, i.e., a `still alive' or a `ontrat hange' inidene. We assume that a
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artel for whih we an pin down the atual death date is alive the year before.

Finally, artels are assumed dead the period prior to atual birth. For all the

other periods, the state of the observation proess is u (unobserved).

The de�nition of the observed states is in our view quite onservative. For

instane, even though the Registry e�etively assumed that the artels were

alive between trb and trd, we only assign an industry into state c when an event

like tsa or tcc appears. The reason for inluding the periods between tb/taa and

trb as observed c-states is due to the assumption that when a artel is asked

to register (at trb), it had no reason to tell any other birth date but the latest.

Correspondingly, when the Registry �nds out that the artel is dead (trd), there

is no inentive for the artel not to inform the Registry of an atual restart be-

tween trb and trd when on�rming their death to the Registry. We hene reord

them as n. Note also that the way in whih we de�ne observed/unobserved

states here removes the usual problem of right ensoring for artels where we

do not know the ending date.

4.1.2 Step 2: Assigning Cartels to Industries

We use the SIC ode and the qualitative information provided by the Reg-

istry to math eah registered nationwide manufaturing artel to one or more

industries. Using the most disaggregated level of the 1979 Finnish equivalent of

the SIC lassi�ation for manufaturing, we end up having 193 industries in our

data, measured roughly at the 6-digit level.

17

A artel was assigned to multiple

industries if we were unable to assign it to a single one. As an example, think

of a 3-digit industry whih omprises of two 6-digit industries. If the verbal de-

sription of the artel did not provide information that would allow us to assign

it only to one or the other 6-digit industry, we would assign it to both.

This step results in us assigning one or more artels to 54% (105) of the

17

We had to exlude a few industries beause of missing data on industry harateristis.
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193 industries. Out of these 105 industries, 40% (42) have only one registered

artel.

18

We explain in the next step how we deal with those industries with

more than one registered artel.

4.1.3 Step 3: Assigning Cartels to Markets within an Industry

There are two reasons for us observing more than one registered artel in a

given industry. The �rst reason is that an individual entry into the Registry (a

�registered artel�) does not neessarily orrespond to the eonomi de�nition

of a artel (�atual artel�). In some ases, two registered artels were learly

part of the same atual artel. As an example, we ompared the members of the

registered artels if they were assigned to the same industry by the Registry. If

the members were the same and the purpose of the registered artels interlined,

we onluded them to be part of the same atual artel. After taking these ases

into aount in our assignment proess, we observe one atual artel in 49.5%

(52) of the 105 industries with one or more registered artels.

The seond reason, whih we faed in the remaining industries, is that some

registered artels that operated in the same industry were learly di�erent enti-

ties. This beame lear when omparing the verbal desriptions of some of the

artels assigned to the same industry.

To deal with the seond issue, we assume that there is at most one atual

artel in a given market at any point in time. We therefore treat eah industry as

onsisting of an exogenously determined number of markets to whih we assign

the artels.

19

We desribe in the Appendix the proess of assigning multiple

registered artels to markets within an industry. An outome of this proess is

that we assign the value u for all years for those markets in a given industry

18

17% (23) of the 135 registered artels were assigned to more than one industry.

19

We needed to assign at least as many markets to an industry as there are artels. The

maximum number of atual artels/industry is 7. We arbitrarily hose the number or markets

/ industry to be 11, yielding us 2123 markets (as we have 193 6-digit industries).
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for whih there is no artel. Robustness tests showed that neither hanging the

number of exogenously determined markets within an industry nor exluding

the industries in this last group from the estimation sample had any e�et on

our results.

20

4.1.4 Desriptive Statistis

Table 2 shows the transition matrix of our dependent variable. We have

40 annual observations (1951-1990) for 2123 markets in 193 industries, yielding

84920 market-year observations. We have 360 observations for whih we know

for onseutive years that a artel did not exist in a given market in either year.

Similarly, we observe 641 ases where a artel existed in two onseutive years.

As an be seen, the vast majority of transitions are between two onseutive

market-year observations where we do not know whether a artel existed or not.

All in all, the u observations aount for 98% of the data. This is partly due

to the fat that if no artel in the Registry is assigned to a given industry, all

market-year observations in the industry are assigned u. The table also shows

that we have learly more c than n observations. Using the formulas in Table 1

and the numbers in the �rst two rows of Table 2 allows us to alulate estimates

of the probabilities of forming a artel (H1it) and of ontinuing a artel (H2it)

whih turn out to be 0.27 and 0.90. Our raw data thus suggests a moderate

probability to form a artel, but a high ontinuation probability.

20

The former result was expeted, as inreasing the number of markets only leads to a

higher fration of observations in the (u, u) - ell of the transition matrix of the observation

proess. As explained above, those observations do not ontribute to identi�ation.
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Table 2: Transition matrix

t− 1 / t n c u total

n 360 113 142 615

58.54% 18.37% 23.09% 100.00%

c 85 641 319 1045

8.13% 61.34% 30.53% 100.00%

u 180 272 80685 81137

0.22% 0.34% 99.44% 100.00%

total | ount 625 1026 81146 82797

total | % 0.75% 1.24% 98.01% 100.00%

Notes: The number of observations in Table 2 is 2123 less than

the number of observations in the data, as the transition annot

be alulated for the �rst year of the data.

4.2 Explanatory Variables

Our data for explanatory variables ome from three soures: The Cartel

Registry, the Researh Institute of the Finnish Eonomy and Statistis Finland.

The �rst provides us variables measuring workings of the Registry, whih we

use to model the observation proess. The seond soure provides us with GDP

and trade �gures, and the third with plant level data that we use to generate

industry level variables for 1974 - 1987. We use these data to model the hidden

proess. We display the desriptive statistis in the Appendix.

4.2.1 Registry Variables

The ability of the Registry to detet the births and deaths of artels may

have varied over time. There is a weak negative trend and a lot of variation over

time in the total number of annually registered artels, as alulated over all
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the artels in the Registry. There is an upward trend in the number of Registry

exits.

To aommodate these patterns, we make the two observation probabilities

(βc
it and βn

it ) eah a funtion of following two variables: First, we let βc
it (β

n
it )

vary with the number of artels that entered (exited) the Registry in year t− 1.

Seond, we allow βc
it (βn

it ) to be a funtion of the (one) lagged umulative

number of registered births (deaths). These variables are denoted (Birth−flow,

Birth− stock,Death− flow,Death− stock) and they are omputed using the

data from the whole Registry with 900 artels.

Further, to apture past artel ativity in a given industry, as observed by

the Registry, we reate a variable that ounts the number of artels that have

been registered in a given industry by t−1 (Birth−count). We assume that the

observation probabilities are funtions of this variable. We expet that having

observed a artel previously inreases both observation probabilities.

4.2.2 Institutional and Maroeonomi Environment

We have a long panel with 40 years of data over a period in whih the Finnish

maroeonomy went through large business yle hanges. To utilize this varia-

tion, we inlude maroeonomi variables into the HMM. We detrend the GDP

volume index using the Hodrik and Presott �lter (Hodrik and Presott 1997),

deomposing GDP into the long run growth trend (HP − trend) and deviations

from the long run trend. We deompose the deviations into two variables, one

apturing positive deviations from the long run trend (GDP − pos), and an-

other apturing all negative deviations from the long run trend (GDP − neg),

both measured in absolute terms. Both the formation and the ontinuation

probabilities are funtions of these variables.

To ontrol for hanges in the ompetition law, we introdue an index (Law−
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index) that starts with value zero in the period prior to the �rst ompetition

law, and inreases by one every time the law is hanged (inluding introdution

in 1959).

4.2.3 Industry Charateristis

We next disuss industry harateristis that are frequently mentioned as

fators failitating ollusion:

Number of �rms and onentration: The textbook supergame theoreti

model of ollusion suggests that ollusion is harder to ahieve, the larger the

number of �rms in the industry (e.g. Peitz and Belle�amme 2010 h. 14.2).

Similarly, it is ommonly asserted (e.g. Carlton and Perlo� 1990, pp. 221) that

high onentration failitates ollusion. We therefore inlude the Her�ndahl-

index (HHI).

Asymmetry of �rm size: Most of the theoretial literature suggests that

asymmetry between �rms makes ollusion more di�ult (e.g. Lambson 1994,

Davidson and Denekere 1984, 1990). Compte, Jenny and Rey (2002) �nd that

this result depends on how large aggregate apaity is relative to demand. To

aount for this we inlude the ratio of the sales of the seond largest �rm

to the sales of the largest �rm to apture the e�ets of (a)symmetry between

the leading �rms (Ms − second − first). In most models of ollusion, ost

asymmetries make ollusion harder (see e.g. the survey of Jaquemin and Slade

1989). One an argue that the ratio of the market share of the largest and

seond largest �rms partly aptures ost asymmetries.

Cost struture: The responsiveness of artel pries to osts may vary,

a�eting inentives to ollude (Harrington and Chen 2006). We inlude the

ratio of material expenses to sales to measure variable ost (Material− share).

Produt di�erentiation: The empirial literature suggests that ollusion
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mostly ours in homogenous goods industries (see e.g. Levenstein and Suslow

2006), but the theoretial literature addressing the same question portrays a

more mixed piture. Chang (1991) and Ross (1992) �nd that di�erentiation

makes ollusion easier, while Raith (1996) and Häkner (1994) �nd the opposite.

Thomadsen and Rhee (2007) show that osts of maintaining ollusion inrease

the di�ulty of sustaining ollusion more for �rms in industries with produt

di�erentiation. We allow for this by inluding a dummy for the produt of an

industry being homogenous (Homog − d). This was onstruted following the

existing literature (Rauh 1999, Foster, Haltiwanger, Syverson 2008) by utilizing

the haraterization of eah industry, and the Registry's desription of the goods

produed by the artel (see also Hyytinen, Steen and Toivanen 2013).

Multimarket ontat: Bernheim and Whinston's (1986) theoretial anal-

ysis shows that under ertain onditions, suh as ost asymmetries and sale

eonomies, multimarket ontat may failitate ollusion. The existing empiri-

al researh (e.g. Evans and Kessides 1994, Ciliberto and Williams 2013 and

Molnar, Violi and Zhou 2013) provide evidene supporting this. We measure

multimarket ontat as the share of sales of the two largest �rms in industries

where they are both present, exluding the industry for whih we measure the

variable (Mm− share). 21

Industry growth: There is a large artel literature fousing on the impor-

tane of demand �utuations for artels (see Levenstein and Suslow 2006 for

a review). Most notable are Green and Porter (1984), whose model suggests

that prie wars will arise in response to unobserved negative demand shoks,

and Rotemberg and Saloner (1986), whose model predits prie wars during

booms (later disussed by e.g. Haltiwanger and Harrington 1991). The litera-

21

The formula is the following: Mm − shareit =
∑

j 6=i
1(salesktjt > 0)1(salesmjt >

0)saleskjtsalesmjt/
∑

j 6=i
[1(salesktjt > 0)saleskjt + 1(salesmjt > 0)salesmjt] where i, j

index markets, t time, and k and m the largest and seond largest �rm in market i in year t.
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ture suggests that artel formation may be linked to the growth trend as well as

to idiosynrati hanges in demand not antiipated by the artel (Jaquemin,

Nambu and Dewez 1981 and Suslow 2005). In addition to variables aptur-

ing the overall maroeonomi onditions, we also inlude industry growth to

ontrol for these e�ets (Growth).

Entry: The lower the entry barriers, the more likely it is that a artel

that manages to raise pries invites more entry. We measure the ease of entry

and exit by using the entry and exit rates of a given industry (Entry − share,

Exit− share).

Exports: While export artels were not registered, they were both legal and

in frequent use. The higher is the share of exports, the likelier it is that there

is an export artel in the industry, potentially failitating artelization also in

the domesti market (Shultz 2002). We apture this by inluding the ratio of

exports to turnover (Export − share).

Turnover: Finally, we inlude the industry level turnover to apture the

e�ets of market size on artelization (Turnover).

We allow all these variables to a�et both the formation (H1it) and the

ontinuation (H2it) probability.

5 Empirial Analysis

5.1 Parameterization and Estimates

5.1.1 Parameterization of the Model

We estimate the model with ML and parameterize the transition and ob-

servation probabilities and the initial probability of there being a artel (τc)

all as single index funtions. This means, for example, that we impose Hjit=
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Φ
(

Hj′xit

)

, j ∈ {1, 2} where Φ(•) is the .d.f. of the normal distribution, xit de-

notes the explanatory variables and Hj is the parameter vetor to be estimated.

We estimate two versions of the model. The �rst version (the �Maro model�)

inludes only the institutional and maroeonomi variables and the dummy for

homogenous goods as explanatory variables. The seond version (the �Miro-

maro model�) adds the remaining industry harateristis to the �rst version.

22

Our results onerning the dynamis of artelization are essentially idential for

these two versions of our HMM, but the latter allows us to study the fators

failitating ollusion.

5.1.2 Parameter Estimates

Maro model: The �rst three olumns of Table 3 presents the results

from the Maro model. For H1it, all the HP − trend polynomial terms obtain

statistially signi�ant oe�ients, and both Gdp − pos and Gdp − neg shoks

a positive and signi�ant oe�ient. However, Homog − d and Law − index

oe�ients are insigni�ant.

Looking at the H2it oe�ients, we �nd that the homogenous goods dummy

has no e�et on the ontinuation probability. The HP−trend polynomial terms

all arry highly signi�ant oe�ients, and both negative and positive GDP

shoks have a positive and signi�ant e�et on the probability that a artel

22

A ompliation that the introdution of these industry variables generates is that they

are only observed for a subset of years. We want to simultaneously apture the rih dynamis

embedded in the long time series and the ross-industry variation in industry harateristis.

In order to be able to introdue industry harateristis into the model while preserving the

long time-series of artel behavior, we interat a subset of the marovariables with a dummy

taking value one for those years in whih the industry harateristis are observed. We don't

take interations between the dummy and the polynomial terms for GDP as the polynomial

is �exible enough on its own. The same is true for Law − index as hanges in it are highly

ollinear with the dummy variable. Additionally, we don't interat the dummy with the

indiator for homogenous goods. This approah allows the parameters of the maro shok

variables to take on di�erent values for the periods when we do and don't observe industry

harateristis. Our results are robust to not adding these interations, but it turned out that

there is not enough variation in the data to estimate a model that inludes all the possible

interations of the marovariables with the dummy.
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ontinues.

Our estimate of τc, the initial probability of being in a artel is about 1%.

The homogenous goods - dummy obtains a positive and marginally signi�ant

oe�ient for the initial probability τc, suggesting that industries produing

homogenous goods were more likely to have a artel at the beginning of our

observation period.

Turning to the oe�ients for βc
itand βn

it in Table 4, we �nd that both are

a�eted by the stok of past ativity at the Registry, and βn
it is a�eted by

Death−flow. Having registered a artel (Birth−count) in an industry inreases

both observation probabilities, meaning that prior information in a given market

inreases the probability by whih the Registry observes the true state of a given

market.

Miro-maro model: In olumns 4-6 of Table 3 we present the oe�ients

of the Miro-maro model. We �nd that both for H1it and H2it, the oe�ients

of the marovariables are relatively lose to those of the Maro-model.

23

The

largest hanges are that the oe�ient of Law− index obtains now a marginally

signi�ant negative oe�ient in H1it and that the oe�ient on negative GDP

shoks loses its signi�ane in H2it.

23

The Gdp−pos− ia and Gdp−neg− ia interations (of Gdp−pos and Gdp−neg with the

dummy for observing industry harateristis) both arry negative and signi�ant oe�ients.
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Table 3 - Parameter estimates for H1, H2 and τc

Maro model Miro-maro model

H1 H2 τc H1 H2 τc

Hp − trend -1.409** -4.656** -1.806** -4.014**

(0.235) (0.675) (0.410) (0.747)

Hp − trend2
0.256** 0.556** 0.326** 0.459**

(0.035) (0.075) (0.071) (0.088)

Hp − trend3
-0.011** -0.021** -0.014** -0.017**

(0.002) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Gdp − pos 0.067** 0.008** 0.067** 0.018**

(0.003) (0.003) (0.005) (0.005)

Gdp − neg 0.017** 0.010** 0.019** 0.009

(0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.009)

Law − index -0.084 0.902** -0.265* 0.698**

(0.106) (0.140) (0.158) (0.156)

Gdp − pos − ia -0.071** -0.023**

(0.016) (0.008)

Gdp − neg − ia -0.018** -0.001

(0.009) (0.010)

Homog − d 0.072 -0.026 0.311* 0.04 -0.04 0.312*

(0.049) (0.058) (0.171) (0.052) (0.062) (0.171)

Growth 0.23 0.139

(0.192) (0.089)

Entry − rate 0.111 -0.282**

(0.225) (0.091)

Exit − rate -0.667** 0.067

(0.340) (0.154)

HHI 1.123** 0.284

(0.428) (0.176)

Mm − share -0.219 0.14

(0.206) (0.095)

Ms − second − first -0.418 -0.07

(0.313) (0.141)

Material − share 0.452** 0.245**

(0.197) (0.093)

Turnover 1.426** -0.052

(0.409) (0.077)

Export − share -0.231 -0.032

(0.710) (0.307)

Constant -0.862* 12.814** -2.509** -0.719 11.756** -2.509**

(0.502) (1.798) (0.125) (0.733) (1.893) (0.125)

N 84920 84920

logL. -5697.974 -5643.865

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses.* p<0.10, ** p<0.05
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Regarding the industry harateristis, we �nd that Exit− rate has a nega-

tive and statistially signi�ant e�et on H1it, whereas HHI, Material−share

and Turnover all have a positive and signi�ant e�et. These �ndings mean

that artels are more likely to be established in large, onentrated markets,

and in periods where variable osts are high relative to sales. Cartels are less

likely to be established in (following) periods when there is a lot of exit from the

market. For ontinuation probability H2it, we �nd that most of the industry

harateristis do not obtain statistially signi�ant oe�ients: Entry − rate

obtains a negative and Material− share a positive oe�ient, whih both are

signi�ant at better than the 5% level.

In terms of fators failitating ollusion, we thus �nd that onentration and

variable osts are assoiated both with the formation and ontinuation proba-

bilities. Conentration has always been an important item on the list of fators

failitating ollusion and our results verify this; variable osts have played a

smaller role, with most of the interest having been on demand shoks. Exit is

(negatively) orrelated with the formation but not the ontinuation probabil-

ity, whereas entry is (negatively) assoiated with the ontinuation probability.

While entry is often emphasized as a possible disruptive phenomenon, its asym-

metri role may warrant further attention. The statistially signi�ant oe�-

ient of exit is indiative of the importane of market turbulene on ollusion.

Finally, the relation of market size with the probability of forming a artel has

reeived less attention in the literature.

A likelihood ratio tests suggest that the Maro model is rejeted against the

Miro-maro model. A Likelihood-ratio test obtains a value of 108.22 (with 22

d.f.) and is thus highly signi�ant.

24

24

Two further points warrant disussion. First, the literature on testing the �t of HMM

models is rather thin; see h. 6 in Zuhini and MaDonald (2009). This applies in partiular to

models with a disrete observed state spae, suh as ours. One way to extend the model would

be to allow for a higher-order Markov hain. However, aording to Zuhini and MDonald

(pp. 119), the number of parameters of suh a model rapidly beomes prohibitively large.
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Table 4: Parameter estimates for βs

Maro model Miro-maro model

βn βc βn βc

Death − stock -2.888** -3.067**

(0.337) (0.331)

Death − stock2
3.313** 3.512**

(0.293) (0.293)

Death − flow 0.013** 0.014**

(0.006) (0.006)

Birth − count 0.404** 0.140** 0.405** 0.139**

(0.024) (0.011) (0.025) (0.011)

Birth − stock -1.173** -1.152**

(0.044) (0.043)

Birth − stock2
0.070** 0.069**

(0.004) (0.004)

Birth − flow 0.001 0.001

(0.002) (0.002)

Constant -2.836** 1.797** -2.834** 1.752**

(0.037) (0.115) (0.037) (0.112)

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05

5.2 Cartel Dynamis

5.2.1 Dynamis of H1it and H2it

We an alulate the probability of forming a artel (H1it) and the ontin-

uation probability (H2it) for eah industry-year observation in our sample. If

we use the estimates from the Maro model (Miro-maro model), we �nd that

H1it is on average 0.22 (0.24), i.e., lose to what we alulated from the sum-

mary data in Table 2. The interpretation of this estimate is that an industry

that was not in a artel last year has a roughly 20% hane of being able to

form a artel this year.

The estimated ontinuation probability (H2it) is on average 0.96 in both

models (again lose to the 0.90 alulated from Table 2). The impliation of

Seond, we performed a large number of experiments (using di�erent starting values, and

using slightly di�erent parameterizations of the model) to establish that we reah a global

optimum.
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this is that when artels are legal, i) industries form a artel with a moderately

high probability and ii) that artels, one formed, are very durable. Other em-

pirial artel studies, suh as Ellison (1994), have also found large ontinuation

probabilities.

In Figure 2 we show the development of the predited H1it and H2it from

the Maro model (with on�dene intervals displayed in the Appendix). The

predited probability of ontinuation is high, but exhibits a period of lower

values between mid-1950s and early 1970s before returning to levels above 0.9.

The probability of establishing a artel varies more and exhibits a positive trend.

The large inreases in early 1970s, early 1980s and late 1980s seem at �rst glane

to be due to the large positive shoks in the aggregate demand in these periods.

Notie, however, that H1it is inreasing trend-like, so even ignoring the e�et

of the positive GDP shoks, its value is signi�antly higher at the end of our

sample period than at the beginning of it. The dynamis of the observation

probabilities βc
it and βn

it are quite di�erent: whereas βc
it starts at a very high

level and dereases quikly, exatly the opposite holds for βn
it .
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To look at how the levels and dynamis of the H1it and H2it vary aross

industries, we alulated them separately for industries with high and low on-

entration, and with a high and low level of "turbulene". The former we de�ned

as the highest and lowest quartile of the HHI distribution, alulated in the

�rst year in whih we observe the industry variables. The latter we de�ned

as the highest and lowest quartile of the distribution of the sum of entry and

exit rates, alulated over the whole period over whih we observe the industry

variables. As an be seen from Figure 3, there is essentially no di�erene in the

ontinuation probability H2it between industries with high and low onentra-

tion, but the highly onentrated industries have a learly higher probability of

a artel being formed (H1it). Similar di�erenes an be seen between industries

with high and low turbulene in Figure 4, but the di�erene is smaller. These
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�gures suggest that although we �nd that the formation probability H1it is af-

feted by the exit rate and the ontinuation probability H2it by the entry rate,

the latter has a limited impat, as the ontinuation probability is very high for

both the high and the low turbulene groups.
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Figure 3 - Development of H1it and H2it - high and low HHI
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In sum, it seems that while a number of industry harateritis are statisti-

ally assoiated with H1it and H2it, their eonomi signi�ane varies and an

be asymmetri.

5.2.2 Dynamis of the Degree of Cartelization

The above results suggest that the degree of artelization may have inreased

over our sample period. We use the HMM struture of our model to illustrate

this. We employ a reursive alulation of Pr[Zit = c] and estimate the propor-

tion of manufaturing industries that had a artel in a given year. The reursive

alulation is made individually for eah industry (see the Appendix).

The results of this exerise, averaged over the industries and years, show

that the proportion of manufaturing industries that had a artel is lose to
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50%. The time-series are displayed in Figure 5: The proportion of artelized

industries starts reasonably low at round 1%, re�eting the low values of τc and

H1it in the early years. It then starts to inrease, and jumps upwards in the

early 1970s when H1it inreases.
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Figure 5 - Estimated proportion of artelized markets: atual data, and

smoothing the maro shoks

These �ndings suggest that inferring the dynamis of artelization diretly

from the Registry data is nearly impossible (see also Figure A6 in the Appendix

for the ount of (n, c) over the sample period), as the degree of artelization

is not the same as the fration of markets with an observed artel: one has

to take into aount the probability of a artel in eah of the markets and the

probability that the ativities of the artels are observed. Coupling Figure 5 with

the development of the observation probabilities βc
it and βn

it (shown in Figure
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2) explains the divergene between the raw data and the estimated proportion

of artelized industries. Our estimates imply that early on in the observation

period, any market in hidden state c is almost surely observed to be in that state,

as βc
it is very high. This suggests that even though there were some onerns

about the ability of the CA to get artels registered during the early years of the

Registry's existene, this was less of an issue for the nationwide manufaturing

artels. In the early 1960s, βc
it starts to deline, meaning that a lower and lower

proportion of observations in hidden state c are observed to be in that state.

This means that the hidden and observed c-series start to diverge. A similar but

reverse story holds for the n-states. These patterns of the observation proess

are onsistent with the view that the nationwide manufaturing artels had

initially few reasons to hide their ativity and that the athmosphere hanged

towards the end of our sample period, when the inentives of suh artels to

dislose their ativities diminished.

This desription also makes lear why one annot make inferene on the

degree of artelization from the raw data alone and, in partiular, why a naïve

omparison of the proportion of observed artels to that of non-artelized indus-

tries is likely to yield a biased estimate of the prevalene of artels: One needs

both a model of artel behavior and a model of the observation proess, i.e., a

HMM model like ours, to get a proper estimate.

In sum, Figure 5 suggests a rather dramati story, with the degree of arteliza-

tion in Finnish manufaturing growing over time and reahing very high levels

by the end of the 1980s. In addition, Figures 2 and 5 suggest that the rapid

inrease in the degree of artelization may be driven by the spike in H1it in the

early 1970s, and the upward trend in H2it during the same period.

The spike(s) in H1it and the trend in H1it beg three questions: First, to

what extent do they drive the high level of artelization reahed by the end of
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1980s? Seond, are they due to misspei�ation of the model in one way or the

other? Third, are there any eonomi explanations for them and, more broadly,

for the high degree of artelization toward the end of our sample period? We

address all of these questions in the next setion.

5.3 Disussion and Robustness

5.3.1 Role of GDP shoks

The estimated spike(s) inH1it are largely driven by the positive GDP shoks.

To show that they do not drive our estimates, we return to Figure 5, whih also

displays the predited proportion of artelized markets from a alulation where

we smoothed the positive GDP shoks to take the average value of that variable.

As an be seen, this smoothing somewhat delays the rise in artelization, but by

the end of 1980s almost all markets are nonetheless artelized. The early 1970s

spike in H1it is therefore not driving our result on the degree of artelization.

5.3.2 Robustness heks and model spei�ation

Our robustness tests are mostly geared towards studying the dynamis of

artel behavior. As the simpler Maro model produes essentially idential

dynamis with the Miro-maro model, we use it as the base for these tests. We

display all the parameter estimates and the H1it, H2it -�gures in the Appendix.

Number of markets / industry: As explained, the number of markets

per industry is exogenously determined and we hose that number to be 11. To

hek that our results are robust to this assumption, we re-estimated the Maro

model by assuming that the number of markets per industry is 14. The results

are unhanged.
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Number of artels: We exeuted two robustness tests. For 73% of indus-

tries (88 industries with no artel, and 52 with one atual artel out of a total

of 193 industries), there is at most one atual artel, and therefore little uner-

tainty that our lassi�ation proedure would bias the results. Re-estimating

the Maro model using only these industries reprodued our results. We then

additionally kept the main estimation sample intat, but used only information

on the �rst artel in eah industry. Again, the results losely math our main

results.

Time period: While we observe both instanes of there being a artel and

instanes of there being no artel prior to the establishment of the Registry

in 1959, we by de�nition annot observe transitions from an industry having a

artel to it not having a artel prior to 1959.

25

We have therefore re-estimated

both the Maro and the Miro-maro model using data starting in 1959. While

there are some di�erenes in parameter estimates,

26

the temporal patterns of

the H1it, H2it-�gures are very similar to those obtained using all the data.

Unobserved heterogeneity: There are several ways to allow for unob-

served heterogeneity in a HMM (Altman 2007), but no established best pra-

tie in an appliation like ours.

27

We opted for a mixture model with two

mixture lasses in the latent model. This hoie leads to a �nite mixture (non-

homogenous) HMM (see e.g. Maruotti 2011, Maruotti and Roi 2012), where

we allowed the onstants in H1it, H2it, and τc to di�er between the two lasses.

We �nd that 91% of our observations belong to one of the lasses and the re-

maining to the other. The dynamis of the larger lass, inluding the predited

fration of markets with a artel, losely resemble those obtained with our main

25

If there existed a artel prior to 1959 whih dissolved, it would not register and therefore

we ould not observe it.

26

One would not expet the oe�ients of the maroparameters to stay the same; similarly

one would expet that the initial probability hanges (inreases), whih it indeed does.

27

It is also well known that suh models may present severe omputational hallenges. We

faed them as well.
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spei�ations, although the estimated H1it is somewhat lower than previously.

The smaller lass had a lower H1it and a higher H2it; partiularly, the derease

in H2it in the 1960s is more pronouned for the smaller lass. When prediting

the fration of markets with a artel for this lass, we found that artelization

inreased initially faster in the smaller lass. The large inrease in the degree

of artelization in the larger lass eventually leads to the order between the two

lasses being reversed. By the end of the estimation period, both groups are

highly artelized.

In sum, it seems that misspei�ation of the model do not drive the estimated

dynamis of artel behavior and thus the high level of artelization reahed by

the end of 1980s.

5.3.3 Eonomi explanations for the Jump in the Probability of Car-

tel Formation in the 1970s

Are there any eonomi or institutional explanations for the large jump

in H1it in the early 1970s and, more broadly, for the high degree of latent

artelization toward the late 1980s?

The trade with the former Soviet Union was very important for Finland (see

Gorodnihenko, Mendoza and Tesar 2012) and the spei� bilateral nature of

this trade o�ers one explanation for the jump in H1it. The jump oinides al-

most perfetly with the �rst oil risis, whih hit the open Finnish eonomy. The

resulting export shok was however positive beause it inreased the bilateral

trade: Finland paid its Soviet oil imports by exporting manufaturing goods.

The growth in bilateral trade was aompanied by a diversi�ation of trade from

being mostly ships in the early 1950s to overing a wider set of manufaturing

industries by the late 1970s.

The trade between the Soviet Union and Finland was based on a entralized
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inter-governmental system, and was handled through bilateral learing aounts

(see Ollus and Simola, 2006 and Fellman 2008). The general terms of trade were

agreed at the national level, but the �nal agreement was an interative proess

involving the partiipating ompanies. Prodution allianes were also ommon

(Ollus and Simola, 2006, pp. 20). The proess seems to have been onduive

for non-ompetitive behavior and (possibly) artel formation also in domesti

markets.

28

The Finnish arrangements of the time therefore provide a historial exam-

ple of a spei� mehanism through whih export artels may have failitated

ollusion in the domesti market (Shultz 2002): The negotiations neessitated

by the bilateral trade arrangements meant that representatives of Finnish man-

ufaturing �rms met more often than they would otherwise have met. Both

the more frequent interation and the enouragement for and use of produtive

allianes are onduive for artel formation, as they lower for example the osts

of monitoring of other members and make apaity alloation among the �rms

easier. These onsiderations are onsistent with an inrease in H1it and H2it.
29

Another explanation for the inrease in H1it in the early 1970s and, more

broadly, for the higher degree of artelization is a strutural hange in the

Finnish eonomi environment that took plae in 1968. That year, the �rst

so-alled General Inomes-Poliy Settlement between the government, the labor

unions and the industry (employers') assoiations was signed (see Fellman 2008).

This may have enhaned artel formation and stability, beause it prohibited the

indexation of pries to in�ation, meaning that the returns to �rms agreeing on

28

This has not gone unnotied in the literature: Ollus and Simola (2006) onlude (pp. 21):

�Finnish exporters to the Soviet Union were proteted from external ompetition whih made

exporters lazy. The exports favored the less ompetitive industries and biased the prodution

struture in Finland.� For a similar argument, see Gorodnihenko, Mendoza and Tesar (2012).

29

To study this further, we re-estimated the Miro-maro model allowing for trade variables

in H1it and H2it. We inluded the ratio of total exports to GDP, and the ratio of exports

to the Soviet Union and total exports. We �nd the same results as before: A strong jump in

H1it in the early 1970s. Some of the export variables obtain signi�ant oe�ients.
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pries rose. It is generally thought that the olletive agreements also inreased

the strength of the labor unions. As a result, the need for �rms to oordinate

their labor market ations may have grown, meaning better opportunities to

form a produt market artel.

More generally, the trend towards inreasing orporatism, reahed (aording

to Virtanen 1998) its apex in the early 1970s. Virtanen writes (pp. 254): �The

1973 [ompetition poliy℄ legislation marked the ulmination of post-World War

II development. Competition poliy in the ommittee report played a subsidiary

role as a part of 'publi prie poliy� '. While artels may have been a soure of

in�ation, the ommittee viewed ompetition poliy as omplementary to prie

ontrols in ontaining in�ation. This seems to have meant that the government

either took a relaxed view, or even enouraged prie oordination among �rms.

30

Finally, the EEC free trade agreement negotiated from late 1960s onwards

and signed in 1973 generated a large hange in the institutional environment

of Finnish manufaturing �rms, reating the expetation of not only inreased

aess to European markets, but also of inreased foreign ompetition in the

domesti market. The negotiation proess again lead to a series of disussions

between the government and the industry, possibly leading to an inrease in

H1it. The atual agreement may have also a�eted artelization for example

by the industry feeling the need to form �defensive� artels whose purpose was

to aommodate (foreign) entry.

We onlude that there are a number of eonomi and institutional explana-

tions for the higher degree of artelization toward the late 1980s. It is unlikely

that a single event ould explain the inrease. However, taken together, the

30

Aording to Virtanen (the Deputy Diretor General of FCA), �the exeution of prie on-

trols strongly enouraged �rms to establish industry assoiations entrusted with representing

the �rms in the prie ontrol proess and �ling ommon appliations for inreased pries to be

assessed by the prie ontrol authorities� (private ommuniation with Virtanen, Marh 10,

2011). This means that the prie regulation authority enouraged �rms in a given industry

to �le ommon instead of individual appliations (for prie inreases) to the authority.
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strutural hanges and institutional developments of the late 1960s and early

1970s are, in our view, signi�ant enough to produe a major hange in the in-

entives and opportunities of Finnish manufaturing �rms to seek protetion for

ompetition in the domesti markets from various ollaborative arrangements.

6 Conlusions

To understand how useful ompetition poliy is, a ounterfatual of what

would happen in the absene of ompetition poliy has to be onstruted. This

is di�ult to do due to the nature of the proess through whih artels an

be observed: most of the time we don't know if there is a artel in a given

market or not. We ouple data from an era - quite representative of muh of

the developed world after the seond World War - when artels were legal with

both a redued form model of artel formation and ontinuation and a Hidden

Markov Model that allows for the speial observation proess of artels. For

part of the observation period we observe industry harateristis that allow

us to empirially study whih of the "fators failitating ollusion", routinely

listed in textbooks of Industrial Organization, enhane artel formation and

ontinuation.

We �nd that while early in our observation period the degree of arteliza-

tion was low due to both a low initial probability and a low probability of

artel formation, by the end of 1960s things started to hange. Cartelization

got under way through an inrease in the probability of artel formation and

the onstantly high probability of a artel ontinuing. The large spikes in the

probability of forming a artel that oinide with the two oil shoks, and to

whih we give some potential explanations tied to both Finnish-Soviet trade

and the inreasing degree of orporatism in the Finnish soiety, are important

but are not the main drivers of our �nding that by the end of 1980s, essentially
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all Finnish manufaturing was artelized. This outome is the result of a fairly

high probability of artel formation and a very high ontinuation probability.

Our results suggest that ompetition poliy is indeed of �rst order importane,

as in the absene of it, muh of manufaturing might be artelized.

We also �nd that onentrated markets and entry and exit are assoiated

with artelization and that variable osts are positively orrelated with the

probability of both forming and of ontinuing a artel. Finally, larger markets

are more likely to see a artel being formed. As far as we are aware of, no earlier

study has provided evidene on whether fators like these failitate ollusion

without having to assume that in those industries where no artels are observed,

there is none.
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Appendix (Online appendix, not intended for pub-

liation)

Finite HMM

To provide a formal de�nition for a HMM, let us assume that observations are

reorded at equally spaed integer times t = 1, 2, ..., Ti for ross-setional units

i = 1, ..., N . The observed data for i follow a HMM if the hidden states, {Zit}
Ti

t=1
,

follow a Markov hain and if given Zit, observation Oit at time t for unit i is

independent of O1t, ..., Oi,t−1, Oi,t+1, ..., OiTi
and Z1t, ..., Zi,t−1, Zi,t+1, ..., ZiTi

.

This property means that in a standard HMM, the observations are independent

onditional on the sequene of hidden states.

The general eonometri/statistial theory and sope of appliations of the

HMMs is broad (see e.g. Cappé, Moulines and Rydén 2005, Zuhini and Ma-

Donald 2009, on whih this setion builds), but for the purposes of our analysis,

we an fous on the ase in whih Zit takes on values from a �nite set (state

spae), SZ = {s1, s2, ..., sZ̄} , where Z̄ is known. We also assume that Oit is a

disrete (ategorial) random variable, taking on values from a �nite (observa-

tion) set, SO = {o1, o2, ..., oŌ} , where Ō is known. We de�ne Oi to be the Ti

-dimensional vetor of observations on i and O the

∑N
i=1

Ti -dimensional vetor

of all observations. The vetors of hidden states, Zi and Z, are de�ned similarly.

Finally, we let xit denote the K-dimensional vetor of ovariate values of unit i

at t, with xi = {xi1, ...,xiTi
} .

The HMM is fully spei�ed by the initial and transition probabilities of the

hidden Markov hain and by the distribution of Oit, given Zit. For a ross-

setional unit i, these three stohasti elements an be spei�ed as follows:

First, the probability that unit i is at the unobserved state k ∈ SZ in the
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initial period (i.e., Zi1 = k), given its ontemporary ovariate values. These

initial state probabilities are denoted

τki = P (Zi1 = k |xi1 ) .

Seond, the (hidden) transition probabilities give the probability that unit i

is at state k ∈ SZ in period t, given that it was at state j ∈ SZ in period t− 1,

and given its ovariate values. These transition probabilities are

ajkit = P (Zit = k|Zi,t−1 = j,xit).

This formulation shows that we allow the Markov hain to be non-homogenous

(i.e., the transition probabilities an depend on a time index) and that ondi-

tional on xit, the urrent state depends only on the previous state (the Markov

property).

The third stohasti element of the HMM are the observation (state-dependent)

probabilities. The observation probabilities give the probability of observing

w ∈ SO when the unobserved state is k ∈ SZ at t, i.e.,

bkit(w) = P (Oit = w|Zit = k,xit).

This formulation shows that bkit(w) an depend on ovariates and that ondi-

tional on xit, the observation at time t depends only on the urrent hidden state

and is independent of the previous observations (and states).

To derive the likelihood of the HMM, let Θ denote the model parameters,

Di1 the (Z̄ × 1) vetor with elements dki1(w) = τki b
k
i1(w), Ditthe (Z̄× Z̄) matrix

with elements djkit (w) = ajkit b
k
it(w) for t > 1, and 1 the (Z̄ × 1) vetor of ones.

As shown in e.g. MaDonald and Zuhini (2009, p. 37) and Altman (2007),
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the likelihood for the whole observed data an be written as

L(Θ;o) =

N
∏

i=1

{

(Di1)
′

(

Ti
∏

t=2

Dit

)

1

}

where o denotes the data (the realization of O).

Assigning Cartels to Markets in Case of Multiple Regis-

tered Cartels

The issue here is that some registered artels are assigned to the same indus-

try and were not part of the same atual artel. To deal with this, we determined

whether registered artels assigned to the same industry are in the same market

and whether they are part of the same atual artel, using qualitative informa-

tion obtained from the Registry. The evidene onsisted of the assignment of

the registered artels to SIC industries by the FCA, the qualitative desription

of the ompetition restrition by the FCA, and lists of members of the regis-

tered artels. We then applied the following rules to industries with multiple

registered artels that were not part of the same atual artel:

1. Those multiple registered artels that were judged to be in di�erent mar-

kets while in the same industry were eah assigned to a separate market

within the industry.

2. If the multiple registered artels were found in the same market but were

sequential,

31

they were assigned to the same market.

3. If the multiple registered artels were found in the same market and were

simultaneous, we assigned them to di�erent markets.

31

We use information on the real and registry formation and ontinuation of artels to

determine whether they are simultaneous or sequential.
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As to Rule 2, we proeed by �rst oding the observed states for all artels in

the same market separately. We then merge these as follows: If we observe ”c”

for one artel but ”n” or ”u” for the others in a given year, we assign ”c” to

that year on the basis that we know that at least one of the artels was ative

in that year. If we observe ”u” for one and ”n” for some of the others in a given

year, we assign ”u” to that year on the basis that while we know that one of the

artels did not exist in that year, we don't know the status of the others. Rule 3

stems from the identi�ation of our model whih requires us to have at most one

artel at a given point in time in a given market. Our reading of the qualitative

evidene from the Registry suggests that this assumption is reasonable.
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Desriptive Statistis

In Table A1 we report the desriptive statistis. For the industry harater-

istis (exl. Homog−d) these are measured for the years during whih they are

observed, rather than over the whole sample.
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Table A1: Desriptive statistis

variable de�nition mean median sd

Maro and ontrol variables

Hp− trend GDP volume index / 100, original series 100 = 1913 7.271 6.954 3.144

Gdp− pos |GDP vol. - HP − trend in year t| | GDP vol. > HP − trend 6.027 0 10.325

Gdp− neg |GDP vol. HP − trend in year t| | GDP vol. < HP − trend 6.082 0.920 9.556

Law − index 0 before 1959 law; inrease by 1 at eah law hange 1.200 1 0.980

Homog − d 1 if homogenous goods, 0 otherwise 0.378 0 0.485

Death− stock #exits from the Registry by t− 1 1.387 0.79 1.594

Death− flow #exits from the Registy in t− 1 13.375 11.5 13.292

Birth− stock #entries into the Registry by t − 1 4.007 3.93 3.181

Birth− flow #entries into the Registy in t − 1 22.45 25 1.644

Birth− count #entries into the Registry in industry i by t− 1 0.882 0 1.438

Industry harateristis

Growth (industry sales in t− 1 - ind. sales in t− 2) / ind. sales in t− 2 0.153 0.025 0.471

Entry − rate #new �rms in industry i / (#�rms in ind. i - #new �rms in ind.i ) 0.264 0.091 0.439

Exit− rate #exiting �rms in industry i / #�rms in ind. i 0.158 0.059 0.273

HHI
∑

i
(Turnoverit−1/

∑

i
Turnoverit−1)

2

0.329 0.244 0.267

Mm− share see fn. #21. 0.454 0.412 0.378

Ms− second− first turnover of 2nd

largest �rm / turnover of largest �rm in ind. i 0.513 0.515 0.292

Material − share material osts in industry i / gross output in ind. i 0.900 0.832 0.430

Export− share exports in industry i in t− 1/ turnover in ind. i 0.133 0.097 0.134

Turnover turnover (total deliveries) in industry i, in Mio. 1990 FIM. 0.224 0.077 0.445

Notes: The desriptive statistis for the industry harateristis are alulated over 1975 - 1988 when they are observed.

Unless otherwise stated, industry harateristis are alulated in t− 1.

Detrending of HP − trend was done using a smoothing index of 100.
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Robustness Tests

Table A2: Parameter estimates for H1, H2 and τc
from robustness tests

N + 3 markets only industries with ≤ 1 artels only �rst artel

H1 H2 τc H1 H2 τc H1 H2 τc

Hp − trend -1.536** -4.689** -1.798** -2.444** -1.409** -4.657**

(0.232) (0.661) (0.443) (0.989) (0.236) (0.658)

Hp − trend2
0.274** 0.560** 0.315** 0.286** 0.256** 0.556**

(0.035) (0.073) (0.064) (0.114) (0.035) (0.073)

Hp − trend3
-0.012** -0.021** -0.014** -0.011** -0.011** -0.021**

(0.002) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.002) (0.003)

Gdp− pos 0.069** 0.008** 0.081** -0.005 0.067** 0.008**

(0.003) (0.003) (0.006) (0.006) (0.003) (0.003)

Gdp− neg 0.018** 0.010** 0.014** 0.026** 0.017** 0.010**

(0.003) (0.003) (0.006) (0.010) (0.003) (0.003)

Law − index -0.061 0.921** 0.145 0.942** -0.084 0.902**

(0.104) (0.137) (0.183) (0.258) (0.106) (0.138)

Homog − d 0.067 -0.02 0.305* 0.101 0.016 0.31 0.072 -0.026 0.311*

(0.048) (0.057) (0.168) (0.095) (0.110) (0.228) (0.049) (0.058) (0.171)

Constant -0.667 12.918** -2.567** -0.594 7.477** -2.625** -0.862* 12.818** -2.509**

(0.493) (1767.0) (0.122) (0.976) (2.525) (0.170) (0.503) (1.755) (0.125)

N 100360 61160 84920

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05
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Table A3: Parameter estimates for H1, H2 and τc
from robustness tests

1959- data only; maro model 1959- data only; miro-maro model

H1 H2 τc H1 H2 τc

Hp − trend 0.54 -2.950** 0.408 -1.720

(1371.0) (0.819) (1767.0) (1306.0)

Hp − trend2
0.049 0.373** 0.074 0.207

(0.149) (0.089) (0.210) (0.149)

Hp − trend3
-0.004 -0.015** -0.005 -0.008

(0.005) (0.003) (0.008) (0.006)

Gdp − pos 0.064** 0.009** 0.064** 0.020**

(0.003) (0.004) (0.006) (0.005)

Gdp − neg -0.001 0.008** -0.008 -0.002

(0.005) (0.003) (0.007) (0.009)

Law − index -0.318 0.644** -0.377 0.386*

(0.306) (0.155) (0.312) (0.218)

Gdp − pos − ia -0.066** -0.023**

(0.016) (0.008)

Gdp − neg − ia 0.006 0.008

(0.010) (0.009)

Homog − d 0.149** -0.023 -0.007 0.116* -0.047 -0.007

(0.060) (0.059) (0.106) (0.065) (0.063) (0.106)

Growth 0.09 0.107

(0.197) (0.092)

Entry − rate 0.269 -0.274**

(0.219) (0.091)

Exit − rate -0.586* 0.067

(0.340) (0.153)

HHI 1.062** 0.322*

(0.438) (0.179)

Mm − share -0.226 0.132

(0.205) (0.095)

Ms − second − first -0.413 -0.039

(0.315) (0.144)

Material − share 0.409** 0.231**

(0.196) (0.091)

Turnover 1.464** -0.044

(0.413) (0.077)

Export− share 0.168 0.042

(0.714) (0.308)

Constant -6.274* 8.130** -1.793** -6.591 5.569 -1.793**

(3680.0) (2.231) (0.065) (4447.0) (3.391) (0.065)

N 67936 67936

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05
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Table A4: Parameter estimates for the βs

N + 3 markets only industries with ≤ 1 artels only �rst artel

βn βc βn βc βn βc

Death − stock -2.912** -3.125** -2.888**

(0.331) (0.592) (0.337)

Death − stock2
3.332** 3.229** 3.313**

(0.287) (0.474) (0.293)

Death − flow 0.013** 0.023** 0.013**

(0.006) (0.011) (0.006)

Birth − count 0.392** 0.137** 0.603** 0.160** 0.404** 0.140**

(0.024) (0.010) (0.074) (0.029) (0.024) (0.011)

Birth − stock -1.186** -1.259** -1.173**

(0.043) (0.082) (0.044)

Birth − stock2
0.071** 0.081** 0.070**

(0.004) (0.007) (0.004)

Birth − flow 0.001 0.002 0.001

(0.002) (0.003) (0.002)

Constant -2.888** 1.786** 1.776** -3.177** -2.836** 1.797**

(0.037) (0.113) (0.218) (0.070) (0.037) (0.115)

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05
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Table A5: Parameter estimates for the βs

1959- data only; maro model 1959- data only; miro-maro model

βn βc βn βc

Death − stock -3.205** -3.274**

(0.337) (0.335)

Death − stock2
3.687** 3.771**

(0.309) (0.310)

Death − flow 0.014** 0.014**

(0.006) (0.006)

Birth − count 0.397** 0.141** 0.396** 0.142**

(0.026) (0.011) (0.026) (0.011)

Birth − stock -1.121** -1.114**

(0.048) (0.048)

Birth − stock2
0.067** 0.066**

(0.004) (0.004)

Birth − flow 0.002 0.002

(0.002) (0.002)

Constant -2.782** 1.584** -2.781** 1.576**

(0.051) (0.136) (0.051) (0.136)

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05
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Figure A1: Maro-model's H1it and H2it with 95% on�dene intervals
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Figure A2: H1it and H2it using di�erent artel samples
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Figure A3: H1it and H2it using data from 1959 onwards only
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Figure A4: H1it and H2it using the mixture model
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Figure A5: Predited artelization using the mixture model
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Figure A6: Count of c− and n− observations in the estimation data
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